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The aortic heart valve is a complex and sophisticated structure that functions in a mechanically challenging environment. With each cardiac cycle, blood flow exerts shear stresses, bending stress and tensile and compressive forces on the valve tissue. These forces determine a plethora of biological responses, including gene expression, protein activation and cell phenotype. Consequently, mechanical forces may influence valve remodeling or pathological changes. Understanding the mechanobiology of heart valves is a vast task. Herein, some of the recent studies that have increased current knowledge of endothelial and interstitial cell interactions with physical forces are examined. Additionally, experimental co-culture models are described that are being developed to further improve the understanding of endothelial-interstitial cell interactions. Finally, the means by which organ culture systems are being utilized to study heart valve biology, thereby providing a complementary approach to in vivo experimentation, are described.
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Interstitial cell interactions with physical forces are examined. Additionally, experimental co-culture models are described that are being developed to further improve the understanding of endothelial-interstitial cell interactions. Finally, the means by which organ culture systems are being utilized to study heart valve biology, thereby providing a complementary approach to in vivo experimentation, are described.
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The aortic valve, positioned between the left ventricle and aortic root, prevents retrograde flow of blood into the ventricle during diastole. Opening and closing of the valve occurs passively in response to inertial forces exerted on the valve leaflets by the surrounding blood. The forces exerted by the blood on the aortic valve leaflets are sizeable and result in shear stresses, pressure loads, and flexural deformations that are unlike those experienced by any other tissue in the body.

The mechanical behavior of the aortic valve has been well studied, particularly as it relates to the design and failure analysis of mechanical and bioprosthetic valves (1,2). Diseases of native aortic valves have also been linked to mechanical factors, largely through observations that lesions occur at sites that correlate spatially with distinct local mechanical environments. For example, the sclerotic lesions that occur in calcific aortic valve disease occur preferentially in the subendothelial space on the aortic side of the leaflet, a region that is exposed to low shear stress and disturbed patterns of blood flow (3,4). Further, calcified lesions tend to occur in regions that experience the highest bending stresses - that is, along the line of leaflet coaptation or radially from the area of leaflet attachment (Fig. 1) (5). Traditionally, it has been presumed that the forces applied in these regions disrupt the endothelium that lines the surface of the valve leaflets (6) or damage the interstitial matrix (7), leading to lesion formation. This ‘wear and tear’ mechanism has also been used to explain the early occurrence of sclerosis in patients with bicuspid valves, which experience hemodynamic and biomechanical stresses that differ significantly from tricuspid valves (8).

This traditional view of aortic sclerosis - that mechanical ‘wear and tear’ contributes to passive valve degeneration secondary to aging - is challenged by recent studies which demonstrate convincingly that aortic sclerosis is not a passive, unregulated process, but rather is an active cell-mediated process involving chronic inflammation (3,9) and active calcification (6,10-12). Consistent with this new understanding of the pathogenesis of valve disease is increasing evidence that mechanical forces may contribute to valve disease by actively regulating valve cell biology. Valvular endothelial cells and valvular interstitial cells are exquisitely sensitive to mechanical forces, often responding with unique behaviors that distinguish them from seemingly similar cells. In this review, new insights into these mechanobiological responses are...
summarized, their implications for the normal valve function and disease are discussed, and some of the systems with which aortic valve mechanobiology is studied are described.

Valvular endothelial cells are a distinct subphenotype

Although the hemodynamic stimulation of endothelial-mediated vascular response has been studied for several decades, virtually nothing is known about the response of valvular endothelial cells to shear stress. Vascular endothelial cells characteristically align parallel to the direction of fluid flow (13,14), and secrete vasoactive agents such as endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and endothelin-1 (ET-1) to stimulate underlying smooth muscle cells to contract or relax in order to maintain wall shear stress in a defined range (15). Valvular endothelial cells also express vasoactive agents, and studies have shown that isolated valve leaflet strips will contract in the presence of these factors only when a confluent endothelial layer is present (16). Contraction by aortic valve strips is only about 10-20% that of arterial strips with forces less than 1 mN (17), which is much less than the passive in vivo tissue stresses (75 g/mm²) (18). Although interstitial cell contraction in response to agonists does result in changes in flexural stiffness (19), a functional consequence of these agents for valves in vivo seems secondary, at best, based on the available data (20,21). Arterial shear stresses vary between 10-25 dynes/cm² depending on location within the vascular tree (22). Shear stresses on aortic valve leaflet surfaces are much more difficult to quantify because of the constant and rapid motion of the leaflets. Results from several studies suggest that peak wall shear stresses range from 30 to 1,500 dynes/cm² (23,24). Fluid flow on the inflow and outflow surfaces are very different. Blood flow on the inflow (ventricularis) side is strongly unidirectional and pulsatile, whereas flow on the arterial (fibrosa) side is much lower and more oscillatory (25). Until recently, it was believed that valvular and vascular endothelial cells were phenotypically similar. Valvular endothelial cells in vivo align circumferentially on the leaflet surface, which is perpendicular to the direction of fluid flow, and in contrast to arterial endothelial cells (26). Pathological endothelial activation in vivo is somewhat similar in valvular and arterial endothelial cells. Both cell types will present inflammatory mediators such as vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), intracellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), and E-selectin on their surface when activated in vivo (27), but only the endothelial cells on the outflow side of the valve appear to do this.

The present authors have performed studies to further characterize the valvular endothelium. Butcher et al. first investigated the hemodynamic regulation of valvular endothelium by exposing valvular and arterial endothelial cells to identical shear stress conditions (steady unidirectional shear stress). As shown in Figure 2, it was found that valvular endothelial cells align perpendicular to the direction of fluid flow, in contrast to arterial endothelial cells (28). Pathological endothelial activation in vivo is somewhat similar in valvular and arterial endothelial cells. Both cell types will present inflammatory mediators such as vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), intracellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), and E-selectin on their surface when activated in vivo (27), but only the endothelial cells on the outflow side of the valve appear to do this.
shear stress, which may underlie more important phenotypic differences.

Because of the many possible differences that could exist between valvular and arterial endothelial cells, cDNA microarrays were used to compare the transcriptional profiles of these cells in vitro. Total RNA was isolated from porcine aortic and aortic valve endothelial cells that were cultured in either static or shear stress conditions, and hybridized together in one of four comparison groups. Approximately 10% of all genes profiled were significantly different in each comparison group at a significance level of p <0.005 (29). These changed transcripts were then compared globally using ontological hierarchies according to prominently expressed biological themes. Significantly expressed biological themes included cell proliferation, oxidoreductase activity, migration, cytoskeletal reorganization, and differentiation. Deeper investigation of genes involved in the pathogenesis of valvular diseases revealed several important observations. First, valvular and arterial endothelial cells expressed genes involved in oxidative response similarly, but valvular endothelium was inherently less inflammatory than arterial endothelial cells. Steady shear stress was protective against pro-oxidation and pro-inflammation in both endothelial cell types. Second, valvular and arterial endothelial cells were both prone to calcification, but by different means. Valvular endothelial cells expressed genes involved in chondrogenic differentiation to a greater degree than arterial endothelial cells, but arterial endothelial cells expressed osteogenic genes to a greater degree. Shear stress was inhibitory of chondro/osteogenic differentiation in either cell type. These results correlate well with in vivo observations of valvular degeneration (30-32). Both inflammatory and calcific degeneration initiate on the fibrosa side of the valve, which is known to experience a lower, more oscillatory shear stress.

A separate microarray comparison by Simmons et al. profiled the transcriptional expression of valvular endothelium isolated directly from both sides of normal adult pig aortic valve leaflets (33). Over 584 transcripts were found to be differentially expressed in situ by the endothelium on the fibrosa versus ventricularis side of the valve. These transcriptional profiles identified for the first time globally distinct endothelial phenotypes on opposite sides of the aortic valve. Several over-represented biological classifications were identified among the differentially expressed genes. Of note, multiple inhibitors of cardiovascular calcification were significantly less expressed by the fibrosa-side endothelium. These data suggest that the fibrosa side of the valve, which is prone to lesion formation and exposed to recirculating flow, is permissive to calcification. However, this apparent vulnerability was balanced by an enhanced antioxidative gene expression profile on the fibrosa side, suggesting that the fibrosa of the normal valve may be protected against inflammation and lesion initiation.

While the side-dependent endothelial phenotypes correlated spatially with differences in the local hemodynamics, a comparison of the results of Simmons et al. and Butcher and colleagues showed the story to be more complex. Only 15% of the genes significantly changed in the Simmons study were also differentially expressed in the Butcher study. Of these genes, 64% of those expressed to a greater degree by ventricularis endothelial cells were also up-regulated by steady shear stress. Only 44% of the fibrosa side specific gene expression, however, was also down-regulated by shear stress in valvular endothelial cells. These results suggest that the side-specific differences in valvular endothelial gene expression may be due to differences in hemodynamic profiles on each side, but that there may also be unique aspects of valvular endothelial phenotypes from each side. It is suspected that the former case is true, but additional controlled experiments using shear profiles from both sides of the valve must be conducted in order to confirm this. It is also important to note that both of these studies were conducted by cross-hybridizing porcine RNA to human microarrays. This was done for two reasons: (i) porcine valves are easier to obtain while selecting for variables such
as age, gender, and disease state than human valve leaflets; and (ii) porcine microarrays were not available at the time of these studies. Because cDNA microarrays contain 200-400 bases in each probe, they are less sensitive than oligonucleotide arrays to species mismatch. In fact, Simmons et al. validated their microarray data by quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), and found that validation rates for porcine RNA on human cDNA microarrays (83%) were similar to those obtained from human mRNA hybridized to human cDNA microarrays (33). Nonetheless, it is likely that some genes may have been missed. More importantly, however, is that newer microarray technologies can print entire genomes (~30,000 genes) on a single chip, which is almost three times more than the 12,000 genes available at the time of these studies. Therefore, future studies using whole-genome, species-specific arrays may yield even more insights into valvular endothelial function.

Taken together, these results highlight the fact that valvular endothelium is a distinct sub-phenotype with unique responses to hemodynamics. This most likely results from the fact that valvular endothelium is derived from specific regions of endocardial endothelium during embryonic development through a process quite unlike vasculogenesis (see reviews by Eisenberg and Markwald (34) and Drake (35)). The relatively non-contractile sensitivity of valvular endothelial cells may protect leaflets from undergoing length changes during routine vessel tone adjustment, thus ensuring unidirectional flow under varied cardiac demand. The transcriptional differences between valvular and vascular endothelial cells suggest that valvular endothelium is maintained by a different set of gene pathways, potentially regulated by the unique mechanical environment not experienced in the vasculature. Although the functional roles of valvular endothelium are only now being revealed, it is clear that these cells are important mediators of valve hemostasis.

Valvular interstitial cells respond to changes in pressure and strain

Very little is known about how valvular interstitial cells (VICs) contribute to the pathology of heart valves. The VICs are a heterogeneous and dynamic population of specific cell types that have many unique characteristics (36). At least three different cell phenotypes have been identified in mature heart valves (37), namely fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells, and myofibroblasts. Fibroblasts are responsible for remodeling the extracellular matrix (ECM), which in turn is vital for prolonged valve function and durability. In addition to synthesizing matrix molecules, fibroblasts produce many growth factors, cytokines and chemokines (38,39). Smooth muscle cells have been identified by electron microscopy, and occur either singly or arranged in thin bundles. The myofibroblasts show characteristics of both fibroblasts and smooth muscle cells; they display a highly plastic and diverse phenotype depending on tissue origin and whether the sample is normal or pathological. They also express both muscle and non-muscle regulatory and structural proteins, have contractile properties, and secrete ECM (36). In normal valves, there are relatively few myofibroblasts (40,41); however, during growth and disease, fibroblast-like VICs can switch to activated myofibroblasts that express α-smooth muscle actin (40,42,43). The factors that cause this phenotypic switch are poorly defined, but likely include transforming growth factor-b1 (44) and cytoskeletal tension generated by cell traction (44) or possibly exogenous forces.

During each cardiac cycle, the valve is subjected to shear stresses, bending stress, and tensile and compressive forces. The aortic valve has adapted to these conditions and is able to withstand this environment through constant renewal of the ECM (45). However, it is not fully known how cells respond to a change in the mechanical environment, and it is believed that adverse conditions could be responsible for the initiation and/or acceleration of aortic stenosis and calcification (5). During the cardiac cycle, the valve leaflets undergo loading and unloading, sustaining the pressure gradient in diastole but not in systole, when the pressure gradient is essentially zero (46). Under normotensive conditions, the pressure gradient across the aortic valve is 80 mmHg. An increase in the diastolic pressure to 90-99 mmHg is classified as stage I hypertension; when the diastolic pressure exceeds 100 mmHg the patient is said to have stage II hypertension. The pressure load applied to the leaflet causes an increase in leaflet length in the circumferential and radial directions, thus increasing the strain on the tissue. As strain is a function of pressure, hypertensive conditions result in increased leaflet strains. However, as the leaflet has a high elastic modulus, the radial strain increases by only 3.9% when the diastolic pressure increases from 60 to 200 mmHg (47). Additionally, the variation in load on the leaflet between diastole and systole causes a change in the circumferential curvature of the leaflet, producing additional stresses (46).

Very few studies have been conducted to investigate the response of VICs to altered pressure or strain. It has been shown that differences exist between cells isolated from the left and right sides of the heart. Cells isolated from the pulmonary valve are less stiff than those isolated from the aortic valve. The difference in stiffness correlates with the different transvalvular pressures (48). Interestingly, stiffness correlated with
α-smooth muscle cell actin content and collagen biosynthesis (see Fig. 3). Collagen synthesis has also been shown to be controlled by strain. Cells stretched at 10%, 14% and 20% show a significant (p < 0.01) increase in [3H]-proline incorporation. Additionally, RT-PCR experiments demonstrated that 14% stretch up-regulated levels of mRNA for COL3A1 gene (type III collagen), but did not increase the expression of COL1A1 gene (type I collagen) in VICs. Hence, collagen synthesis by VICs is dependent upon the degree and duration of stretch (49). These studies confirm the earlier findings of Yoganathan and co-workers who, by using an ex-vivo culture system, showed that increased pressure caused an up-regulation in collagen synthesis (50,51). Furthermore, when pulmonary VICs were exposed to aortic pressure levels, as occurs following the Ross operation, collagen and sulfated glycosaminoglycan (sGAG) synthesis were increased significantly (52). This demonstrates that VICs are capable of remodeling the ECM in response to changes in the mechanical environment. However, this response may also indicate a pathological reaction. In atherosclerosis, activated smooth muscle cells contribute to the atheroma through the synthesis of the matrix proteins required for retention of lipoproteins, and by the production of monocyte chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1) and VCAM-1 (53). In the aortic valve, stenosis of a previously healthy valve is thought to be analogous to atherosclerosis, with an abnormal lipid profile and hypertension possibly playing an important role (54). Population-based studies show strong correlations between aortic stenosis/calcification and hypertension (31,55-58). This theory has been supported further by the fact that elevated cyclic pressure is a potent stimulus for the up-regulation of VCAM-1 mRNA expression and the down-regulation of osteopontin (OPN) mRNA expression. Porcine VICs were exposed to cyclic pressures representing normotensive, stage I hypertensive and stage II hypertensive conditions for 2 hours. At the conclusion of the experiment, mRNA expression was measured using semi-quantitative RT-PCR, whereupon a proportional increase in VCAM-1 mRNA expression was observed, relative to static controls (59). VCAMs are responsible for adhesion, migration and the accumulation of monocytes and T cells. OPN, which was shown to be significantly down-regulated under simulated hypertensive conditions, inhibits mineralization, suggesting that it has a protective role in the formation of ectopic calcification (60-63). Thus, OPN down-regulation may indicate that it is not involved in - or is not necessary for - inflammation, but that the tissue will become more susceptible to ectopic calcification.

in vitro co-culture models of heart valves

Several studies conducted by the Mayer group have attempted to engineer heart valves in vitro for in vivo implantation, with encouraging - but sub-optimal - results. These authors used cells isolated from a variety
of accessible blood vessels and mesenchymal stem cells to populate biodegradable polyglycolic acid (PGA) (64-67) and poly-L-lactide (PLLA) (68) polymers. Thus, it was shown that mechanical stimulation regimens in vitro can condition these cells to remodel the scaffold and secrete ECM (64). In earlier studies, valves were implanted for up to eight months in juvenile sheep animal models, and although cell marker expression and matrix structure resembled that of native valves, significant transvalvular pressure gradients persisted (42). This limitation may be due to the lack of valvular specific phenotypes used in these studies and/or a lack of understanding of how mechanical forces interact with valvular cells. Nonetheless, in vitro tissue models represent an excellent means to understand cellular interactions in well-controlled environments.

Very few studies have been performed to investigate valvular cell interactions. Early studies by Lester and Gotlieb using mitral valve leaflet organ cultures have shown that both endothelial and interstitial cells participate in tissue repair due to small endothelial denudations (69). This repair process involves changes in polarity and migration of the endothelial cells, and activation (increased α-smooth muscle actin expression) and proliferation of the interstitial cells. This research group went on to show that interstitial cell activation and migration in wounds was mediated by inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) (70).

As a first approximation, the complex trilaminar valve leaflet can be modeled as a three-dimensional (3-D) matrix filled with VICs, and the surface lined with endothelium. Recently, aortic endothelial and interstitial cells were cultured together in type I collagen scaffolds and cultured statically in vitro. The morphology of the valve cells, production of proteoglycans and organization of the ECM resembled that of normal heart valve leaflets (71). Further enhancement of this system was reported by Flanagan et al., who developed a collagen-chondroitin sulfate (CS) hydrogel (72). Supplementation with CS resulted in increased interstitial cell matrix synthesis, more confluent valvular endothelial monolayers, and more prominent endothelial basement membrane.

Recently, Butcher and Nerem used similar type I collagen hydrogels to investigate the role of hemodynamics in the valvular endothelial mediation of interstitial cell response (73). VICs inside a collagen hydrogel compacted the matrix for six days, after which the luminal surface was seeded with valvular endothelial cells for an additional 48 hours. A schematic diagram of the experimental model is presented in Figure 4. These constructs were then exposed to 20 dynes/cm² steady shear stress for up to four days, with static cultures and non-endothelialized constructs serving as controls. These constructs were assessed for cell, protein, and glycosaminoglycan (GAG) content, as well as interstitial cell activation. Without endothelial cells, interstitial cells proliferated in collagen gels, and this proliferation was enhanced with shear stress. Interstitial cell constructs maintained protein content but lost GAGs over time, and shear stress enhanced this loss. An activated interstitial cell phenotype was present in the constructs for the entire period, as evidenced by the expression of α-smooth muscle actin. These results are similar to the observations reported by Lester et al. in the denuded mitral valve organ culture model (74), suggesting that these interstitial cell-only constructs represent an active remodeling valve. When these constructs were seeded with valvular endothelial cells, distinct differences were noted in interstitial cell response. Interstitial cell proliferation was stabilized, protein content increased, and GAG loss was reduced. Exposure to shear stress enhanced these effects of valvular endothelial cells. Additionally, the interstitial expression of α-smooth muscle actin was markedly reduced, suggesting that their phenotype was more quiescent. These results correlated well with published observations of VIC phenotype and matrix synthesis, suggesting that the co-culture model under shear stress is a more accurate physiological model of a valve leaflet (42). Only the effects of steady shear stress were assessed in this study, and valvular specific hemodynamic stimulation may reveal other important interactions between these two cells, which
is the focus of several ongoing studies.

One additional cell type that is little discussed, but may be critically important to include in engineered heart valves and/or co-culture models, is that of neurons. The presence of nerve cells in heart valve leaflets (75,76) is intriguing. Several studies performed by Chester et al. have demonstrated the capacity of heart valve leaflets to contract to a variety of neurotransmitters including serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) (16). During valve opening, the leaflets form a triangular orifice by decreasing leaflet length by 16% during systole, implying that they are under tension (77). Contraction in the leaflet provides the necessary tension and contributes to correct valve function. It is not known whether the contraction is caused by serotonin released from the small and regionally variant nerve supply, or from circulating vasoactive agents. Nerve branches are also often closely associated with the branching patterns of blood vessels, and may regulate the development of the vascular tree (78). Vessels are found predominantly in the basal third of valve cusps, and extend in from the commissures almost to the level of the free edge (79). This suggests that oxygen diffusion across the cusp surface is not sufficient to meet the metabolic demands of the tissue. Another study has predicted that the probable maximum oxygen diffusion distance for valve tissue would be about 0.2 mm (80). This was consistent with physical findings, implying that central tissue anoxia is avoided by the capillary bed. Hence, the presence of nerve cells may aid in the in vivo vascularization of tissue-engineered valves, thus preventing anoxic regions and a necrotic core. Future studies involving neural-interstitial cell co-cultures would be very helpful to elucidate these mechanisms and responses, and indeed this is the focus of current research.

**Ex-vivo organ culture**

The ECM and cellular phenotype are determinants of the response of cardiovascular cells to mechanical stimuli (81). Hence, the biological response of endothelial or interstitial cells cultured in vitro may not faithfully represent the events that occur in vivo. Animal models have the greatest physiological relevance, but they cannot distinguish between mechanical effects and other factors such as nervous stimuli and the hormonal and metabolic environment. Several research groups have turned to organ culture systems that maintain cells in their native 3-D milieu while simultaneously providing controlled mechanical conditions. The bioreactors used to culture the valvular tissue vary in complexity; the simplest systems expose samples to single mechanical forces such as shear stress or pressure, while the most sophisticated bioreactors are capable of culturing the entire valve, including the aortic root, and providing the complete physical environment.

The flow environment surrounding aortic valve leaflets has been studied using two different systems. Porcine cusps were exposed to steady and pulsatile flow for 48 hours in a tubular device, while a parallel plate system was used to assess the effect of steady shear stress (82). In the tubular system, leaflets were bisected, with half being used as a test sample and the other half as the experimental sample. The experimental group was attached to a straight tube in a staggered fashion (to minimize flow disturbances) by suturing around the attached edge. The tube was mounted in a chamber so that fluid flow would follow the in vivo direction. A peristaltic pump and a centrifugal pump were used to generate pulsatile and steady flows, respectively. The parallel plate flow chamber had six wells recessed into the bottom plate; the leaflets were placed into the wells so that they were flush with the flow surface, in order to ensure that there was no disturbance in the fluid flow. The channel height and flow rate could be varied to produce different shear stresses. Protein, GAG and DNA synthesis remained at native levels after exposure to flow, but increased during static incubation. The modulation of synthetic activity was attributed to the presence of a shear stress on the leaflet surface, which may be transmitted to cells within the leaflet matrix through tensile forces (82).

In a similar fashion, the effect of constant or pulsatile pressure on valve leaflets has been determined using a custom-designed pressure chamber (51). Valve cusps were placed in a six-well plate and placed into the chamber, which was then sealed and pressurized with 5% CO₂, plus air. Cyclic compression was made possible by adding a flexible membrane to the chamber; compressed air was fed onto the membrane, pushing it down and therefore increasing the pressure in the chamber. By controlling the compressed air with a solenoid valve, the supply could be turned on and off at a frequency of 1.167 Hz (50). These studies showed that collagen synthesis was increased under elevated pressure conditions, and that GAG synthesis was up-regulated under simulated hypertensive cyclic pressure conditions (50,51).

In addition to shear stress and compression, valve leaflets undergo cyclic flexure during the cardiac cycle. A novel bioreactor was devised by Engelmayr et al. with the intention of determining if cyclic flexure had an affect on the stiffness of tissue-engineered valve leaflets. The bioreactor consisted of two identical chambers, each containing six culture wells. Situated within each well were four stainless-steel ‘stationary posts’ arranged orthogonally around a central channel in the floor of the culture well. Hence, a total of 12 rec-
tangential samples could be accommodated in the device, with each sample being positioned between the four stationary posts, orthogonal to the central channel (83). The system has also been used to study the way in which interstitial cell contraction can alter leaflet stiffness. Circumferential strips of porcine aortic valve leaflets were tested for flexural stiffness under normal, fully contracted and contraction-inhibited conditions. Cellular contraction resulted in a 5% increase in stiffness when flexed with the natural curvature of the leaflet, and a 48% increase in stiffness against the natural curvature. When leaflet contraction was completely inhibited, the leaflet stiffness showed a significant decrease (19).

The above-mentioned systems have been useful in determining the response of valves to specific mechanical forces. However, valves experience an array of mechanical forces in vivo. Additionally, valves cultured in shear stress or pressure systems showed a decline in α-smooth muscle actin, suggesting that other physical forces are required to maintain the cell phenotype. Consequently, flow loop bioreactors have been developed to culture valves in a complete hemodynamic environment. These have evolved from left ventricle (LV) simulators (84) and bioreactors for tissue-engineered heart valves (64,85). Unlike LV simulators, flow loop bioreactors maintain cell viability and sterility. In contrast to tissue engineering bioreactors, native valves are used as opposed to cell-seeded scaffolds. Furthermore, the mechanical conditions resemble physiological and patho-physiological conditions more closely. Hildebrandt et al. designed a system that utilized a computer-controlled closed-loop feedback system to manage, automatically, the mean pressure, mean flow rate, driving frequency, and shape of the pulsatile pressure waveform. The device was able to simulate normal and abnormal physiological hemodynamic conditions while maintaining heart valves in a sterile atmosphere for two weeks (86). The system demonstrated a level of hydrodynamic control exceeding that of other published pulsatile heart valve bioreactors, making it possible to perform a controlled study on the effects of dynamic pulsatile culture conditions on developing cardiovascular structures. This system therefore has great potential for tissue-engineered heart valves and, due to the versatility of the pressure control, could be used to study valve response to the Ross procedure. A subsequent report by Warnock et al. described a similar system that, in addition to controlling the mechanical conditions and providing sterility, assessed the physico-chemical environment (87). The bioreactor was fitted with silicone tubing to allow for gas transfer into the culture medium. The length of tubing and the gas flow rate were calculated to ensure that the oxygen requirements of the valve were met. A biological evaluation of the system showed that it could maintain all native characteristics of aortic valves when run under normal physiological conditions. There were no significant changes in apoptosis or cell proliferation, ECM synthesis, or leaflet morphology. In contrast to the pressure and shear stress devices, α-smooth muscle actin expression was maintained in the organ culture flow loop (88). The biological stability allows for further studies to be conducted on native heart valves subjected to altered mechanical conditions, such as those that mimic hypertension. It can also be used to investigate humoral factors implicated in valve disease, including angiotensin II or 5-hydroxytryptamine.

Future studies

Research into the mechanobiology of heart valves has only begun to scratch the surface of a very complex and intriguing issue, and consequently there are many questions that need to be addressed. First, most studies to date have only examined the effect of a single, isolated mechanical force on valve biology. However, the valve is simultaneously exposed to multiple types of mechanical forces in vivo. Specific forces such as shear stress or strain may be responsible for specific responses, but their combined effect may be either synergistic or antagonistic. The use of ex-vivo organ culture systems will be invaluable in helping to identify the combined effects of mechanical forces, without the need for animal studies. However, to truly understand valve mechanobiology, animal studies will be required to allow for the circulating humoral factors (hormones, growth factors, etc.) that undoubtedly contribute to the biological response. Second, current biological knowledge is limited. High-throughput technologies, such as DNA microarrays to examine differential gene expression, or mass spectrometry to examine protein expression, can comprehensively characterize cell phenotypic changes and regulatory pathways involved in valve function and dysfunction. The mining and dissection of these genomic and proteomic data by bioinformatics may lead to multi-scale models of regulatory processes and signaling pathways from which a more complete understanding of valve mechanobiology may emerge. Finally, the interaction between different cell types in the valve should not be overlooked.

This review has outlined initial studies that have examined the relationship between the endothelium and the interstitium. As alluded to earlier, this issue should be expanded to include nerve cells, and will have significant impact in understanding valve function and regeneration and in designing a functional tissue-engineered valve. Recommendations for future
studies are summarized in Table I.

### Summary

Although the mechanical environment surrounding the aortic valve has been investigated for several decades, these studies have focused predominantly on the mechanical function and potential modes of failure of mechanical and bioprosthetic valves. It is increasingly evident that mechanics are also critically important to the biological function of the native aortic valve. Valvular endothelial and interstitial cells respond to a variety of mechanical stimuli, often with unique responses that are putatively relevant to valve remodeling and pathogenesis. On the basis of the findings reviewed herein, it is apparent that altered mechanical forces play a pivotal role in the development of a proinflammatory state within the valve. The resulting chronic inflammation may alter cell phenotypes, which, in turn, may lead to ectopic calcification, aortic sclerosis, and stenosis. An improved understanding of the role of mechanics in regulating cellular and molecular processes in the valve is likely to yield important insights into the pathophysiology of aortic valve disease. Future studies should determine how altered mechanics can stimulate cell-signaling pathways that cause endothelial cell activation or changes in interstitial cell phenotype. This goal will be best achieved through interdisciplinary efforts that closely link valve mechanics with valve biology, and through continued investigation of the role that mechanics play not only in valve disease but also in valve development and regeneration. This knowledge can assist in the formulation of pharmacological and/or gene therapies that inhibit the inflammatory reaction and prevent cell phenotype changes. In time, such treatments could alleviate the need for open-heart surgery, which is currently the only option for patients with valve disease. Furthermore, insight into the relationship between mechanics and valve growth and regeneration will be critical for the development of a functional tissue-engineered valve.
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### Table I: Recommendations for future studies in valve mechanobiology.
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<tr>
<th>Area of future research</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
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| Mechanical forces       | • What are the combined effects of mechanical forces?  
                         | • How do circulating humoral factors influence/interact with altered mechanical forces? |
| Biological response     | • How is gene expression changed by mechanical forces?  
                         | • How is protein expression changed by mechanical forces?  
                         | • Which signaling pathways are regulated by mechanical forces?  
                         | • Are these changes beneficial or detrimental to the valve?  
                         | • Can pharmacological or molecular therapies be used to inhibit detrimental changes to valve biology? |
| Cell interactions       | • What is the biological relationship between the endothelium and the interstitium, and how is it influenced by mechanical forces?  
                         | • What role do nerve cells play in valve function and mechanobiology? |
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